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Sas 9.1 Language Reference ConceptsSAS Institute, 2004
This title comprehensively documents essential concepts for SAS features, the DATA step, and SAS files, including general BASE SAS concepts, BASE SAS DATA, BASE SAS file concepts, and much more.

Base SAS software enables you to bring all your data into a single system. This title comprehensively documents essential concepts for SAS...
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Adobe® Photoshop® CS2 Official JavaScript ReferenceAddison Wesley, 2005
Do you spend too much time doing repetitive production tasks  such as placing and replacing images, resizing them, dragging them from one  document to another, and preparing images for printing instead of being  creative? Do you use Adobe Photoshop CS2 and have some experience with  scripting? You're in luck. Since Adobe Creative...
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Hacking Photoshop CS2John Wiley & Sons, 2005
You think you know Photoshop? Wait until you see how these over-the-top hacks and mods bring out its hidden power! Create a workflow customized for your specific needs. Superimpose type in half the time. Make Bridge work for you. Hack Camera Raw and get even more from your images. Print your projects without losing precision. When you can command...
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Cutting Rhythms: Shaping the Film EditFocal Press, 2009
Cutting Rhythms is about rhythm in film editing. It begins with the question, 'What can be said about the shaping of a film's rhythm in editing beyond 'it's intuitive'?' This question leads to an in-depth study of editors' rhythmic creativity and intuition, the processes and tools editors work through to shape rhythms, and the functions of...
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Mastering Embedded Linux ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Create efficient and secure embedded devices using Linux
	
		Minimize project costs by using open source tools and programs
	
		Explore each component technology in depth, using sample implementations as a guide



	Book Description


	Mastering Embedded Linux...
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Adobe Photoshop CS4 for Photographers: A Professional Image Editor's Guide to the Creative use of Photoshop for the Macintosh and PCFocal Press, 2008
Martin Evening's Adobe Photoshop for Photographers titles have become classic reference sources for photographers at all skill levels. Whether you are an accomplished user or just starting out, the Adobe Photoshop CS4 for Photographers book contains a wealth of practical advice, hints and tips to help you achieve professional-looking results. ...
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Polyurethane and Related Foams: Chemistry and TechnologyCRC Press, 2006


	Polyurethane foams debuted over 60 years ago. At the present time these types

	of foams make up the largest segment in the thermosetting foam industry.

	This book describes polyurethane (PUR) and urethane linkage-modified

	polyisocyanurate (PIR) foams. A characteristic of these foams lies in the

	versatility of their physical...
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Adobe Photoshop CS6 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Welcome to the Photoshop CS6 Bible, the latest edition of the bestselling reference guide on Photoshop in publishing history. Now in its 18th year, the Photoshop Bible is the longest continuously published title on Adobe Photoshop. With numerous U.S. editions, dozens of localized translations around the globe, and hundreds of thousands of...
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The Photoshop CS2 Book for Digital Photographers (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2005
Scott Kelby, the best-selling Photoshop author in the world today, once again  takes this book to a whole new level as he uncovers the latest, most important  and most exciting new Adobe Photoshop CS2 techniques for digital  photographers.This major update to this award-winning, record-breaking book does  something for digital photographers that's...
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The Photoshop Elements 7 Book for Digital PhotographersNew Riders Publishing, 2009
 This book breaks new ground by doing something for digital photographers that’s never been done before—it cuts through the bull and shows you exactly “how to do it.” It’s not a bunch of theory; it doesn’t challenge you to come up with your own settings or figure things out on your own. Instead, it does...
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Photoshop CS5 for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	This best-selling guide from authors Elaine Weinmann and Peter Lourekas has been the go-to tutorial and reference book for photography/design professionals and the textbook of choice in college classrooms for decades.

	

	This fully updated edition includes: concise, step-by-step instructions; hundreds of carefully edited full...
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Adobe Digital Imaging How-Tos: 100 Essential Techniques for Photoshop CS5, Lightroom 3, and Camera Raw 6Adobe Press, 2010

	The year 2010 has been an exciting time for digital photographers and imaging professio nals. The introduction of Photoshop CS5 and ACR 6, as well as Lightroom 3, brought many new capabilities and improvements. When I was offered the chance to put together 100 tips for these applications, I was excited. The trick, of course, is to narrow...
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